Alkoxyresorufin-O-deethylase activities and polychlorinated biphenyl patterns in shrews as biomarkers in environmental risk assessments: sensitivity and specificity.
Alkoxyresorufin-O-deethylase (AROD) biomarkers are useful indicators of the exposure of organisms to dioxin-like compounds. In the current study, an in vivo validation of the use of such biomarkers in shrews was conducted. Furthermore, the use of changes in polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) patterns as an animal-friendly alternative to AROD biomarkers was evaluated. Two experiments and a field study were conducted in which dose-response relations were established between levels of sigma-PCBs in shrews on one hand and their AROD activities and changes in PCB patterns on the other. We demonstrate that the changes in PCB patterns are as sensitive as the classic AROD biomarkers. The experiments also showed a substrate-specific induction of AROD biomarkers and a related PCB congener-specific metabolism. This implies that congener-specific analysis of PCBs can reveal activities of specific AROD biomarkers. Gender-specific induction of AROD activities in shrews was shown in the field study, whereas the relationship between exposure and changes in PCB patterns did not differ between genders. It is concluded that (i) AROD biomarkers are useful biomarkers to assess exposure of shrews to specific organochlorines and that (ii) changes in PCB patterns can be used as an animal-friendly alternative to these AROD biomarkers.